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The Almighty Dragon General Chapter 4412-‘I have confidence in Xezal’s 
capabilities. 

‘Even if James Caden does appear at the Cloud Realm later on, Xezal alone 
is more than enough to kill him. What’s more, countless skilled and powerful 
cultivators from the other races will be also be there. 

‘All I have to do now is wait. I just need to wait for Wyot to get the Blithe 
Omniscience and deliver it back to me. By then, Soren will also be dead.’ 
Youri plotted silently. 

A sinister grin hung on his face. 

While some of the strongest and most experienced cultivators from various 
races prepared to leave for the Cloud Realm, James brought along the tokens 
and headed for the land of the Cloud Race at once. 

Soon enough, James and Xezal arrived outside the Cloud Universe. 

“How confident are you at getting Soren Plamen to surrender the Blithe 
Omniscience?” James heard Xezal’s voice coming from behind him. 

Staring at the Cloud Universe before him, James shook his head lightly. “I’m 
not too optimistic about it. It could easily happen either way.” 

“I wanted people from the other races to gather at the Cloud Realm for the 
execution of Soren Plamen so we can lure 

James Caden there. Sir Youri’s initial orders to kill the other humans would 
never be able to draw him out.” James tried to offer a good and solid reason 
for his current plan. 

Both James and Xezal fell silent after those words left his lips. 

“You are playing with fire.” 

A response came after a rather, long pause. 



Upon hearing her words, James turned around and gazed at the dark figure 
behind him. He could only see the faint, dark silhouette of a woman. It almost 
felt as though this grayish, ethereal form would disappear at any moment. 

“What do you mean by that?” James had a confused expression on his face. 

However, Xezal just remained silent. 

James did not try to press her for an answer. He could feel that there was 
something more to her words. Yet, he could not quite figure out what it was at 
the moment. James swiftly decided to put the matter aside. Then, he entered 
the Cloud Universe and headed for the Cloud Realm. 

Meanwhile, a huge crowd had gathered outside the main hall located within 
the grounds of the Cloud Race’s territory. Fitzroy, the Patriarch of the Cloud 
Race, and the Cloud Race’s elders were waiting anxiously by the main hall’s 
entrance. 

“Mr. Fitzroy, the Dooms are planning to gather cultivators from all over the 
Greater Realms at our territory to execute 

Soren Plamen. Won’t this plan put our people at risk?” One of the elders 
asked. 

Fitzroy was wearing a long, gray robe. The old man had a deep crease on his 
forehead. 

“I don’t doubt they intend to kill Soren. However, their ultimate goal is most 
likely to lure that powerful human cultivator, James Caden, here. If James 
does show up here later on, our homeland will inevitably turn into a battlefield. 
The battles and destruction that’ll follow will probably destroy the Cloud Realm 
or even worse, the entire Cloud Universe.” 

Fitzroy had made a fairly accurate guess about the Doom Race’s plans. Then, 
he asked, “Have we finished evacuating our people?” 

Another elder replied, “Most of our people have been escorted away from the 
Cloud Universe and into another universe nearby. Only necessary staff 
members currently remain.” 

Just then, a man and a shadow-like figure materialized outside the entrance to 
the Cloud Race’s territory. 



“Mr. Wyot, the Great Elder of the Doom Race, is here. Open the gate!” Fitzroy 
ordered upon seeing their guests. 

As the Mountain Formation was deactivated, the gate to the Cloud Race’s 
territory opened. Guards were stationed on both sides along the path leading 
to the main hall. All of them got down on one knee and greeted the guest 
respectfully. 

“Welcome, Mr. Wyot!” 

The Cloud Race was no longer in the ranks of the Ten Great Races ever 
since they had lost contact with their Grand Patriarch. They were prudent 
enough to welcome the Great Elder of the Doom Race with great hospitality 
since the man outranked them. 

James made his way to the main hall. 
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Fitzroy and the Cloud Race’s elders offered their greetings as soon as James 
arrived at the entrance of the main hall. 

“Mhm.” James gave a slight nod. 

Fitzroy stepped closer toward James. “Mr. Wyot, we have prepared your 
lodgings. Do let us know if you have any requests. We’ll do our best to 
accommodate the Dooms.” 

James looked at Fitzroy. “We’ll wait for cultivators from the other races to 
reach here and discuss more about our next step then.” 

“Please come this way.” Fitzroy gestured to a nearby path. 

The man led James to a huge manor located in a quiet and secluded area. 
Inside the villa, James could see thousands of gorgeous and alluring 
chambermaids from the Cloud Race waiting in the front hall to greet him. 

It was no secret that Wyot Dalibor liked beautiful women. However, James 
immediately instructed the servants to leave the manor as he needed privacy. 



Eventually, James was the only person left in the manor. He sat in a chair in 
the lounge. With his fingers interlaced, he stared into the distance and fell into 
deep thought. 

‘The plan I’ve come up with so far is to gather as many of the Greater Realms’ 
top cultivators as possible in the Cloud Realm. At the same time, I’ll put up a 
super-formation that’ll cover the entire Cloud Realm. Once they are all here, 
I’ll eliminate as many of those cultivators as possible and show the others 
what humans are capable of. 

‘Even if I don’t kill off all of them, I’d make sure to severely cripple their 
manpower. I will avenge the deaths of countless humans brutally murdered by 
these people. 

‘However, I need time to execute this plan. A formation that completely 
secures an area as large as the Cloud Realm, and has the power to trap 
skilled and experienced cultivators will require a lot of time to be assembled. 

‘Moreover, Xezal’s here on Youri’s orders. With her around, there’s a high 
chance she might catch on to my plans. I need to think of a way to get her off 
my back. 

‘Anyhow, my main focus here is to save Soren. That is the foremost reason 
why I’ve come here. Even if I can’t exact revenge on the other races, I must 
get Soren out of here, one way or another.’ James concluded inwardly. 

While James tried to refine his plans, a gray silhouette silently materialized 
behind him. He was completely oblivious to Xezal’s sudden appearance. 

“What are you thinking about?” The soothing voice of a woman came from 
behind him. 

James lifted his gaze and looked over his shoulder. When he spotted the dark 
figure, James replied calmly, “I’m thinking about how to proceed. I’m also 
devising different ways we can obtain the Blithe Omniscience. After obtaining 

the Blithe Omniscience, what are the things we can do to lure James Caden 
out of hiding? We need to capture that man who is a great threat to the safety 
of our people and Sir Youri.” 

Xezal responded, “Let’s talk about that once the other cultivators have 
gathered here.” 



“Mhm.” James nodded in agreement. 

Xezal vanished right after saying that. James quickly tried to sense her 
movements and whereabouts but was unsuccessful. He could not even detect 
any changes in his surroundings. 

‘I need to figure out a way to meet Soren alone. I must make sure that Xezal 
has no way of secretly following me during the meeting. If she somehow 
discovers my true identity, that’ll ruin my plan to rescue Soren.’ James 
thought. 
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fact that he could not detect Xezal’s presence or location no matter how hard 
he tried. After a moment’s consideration, he decided to stay put and lay low 
for the time being. 

For the next several days, James did not take a step out of the manor. He set 
up a formation around the building. Any living being that tried to enter or leave 
the formation would activate the formation, and James would be immediately 
alerted. However, it was still possible for someone to stealthily get past the 
barrier if they knew how to undo the formation without triggering any of the 
sigils. 

James knew that the formation might not be effective enough to keep Xezal 
out. Still, he went ahead and set it up as a preventive measure. 

During that period, James contacted Thea by using the sigil. Soon enough, he 
heard Thea’s voice in his mind. “James, is something the matter?” 

James replied, “I’m currently inside the Cloud Race’s territory. I am planning 
to get all of the top cultivators of the Greater Realms to gather at the Cloud 
Realm so that I can wipe them out in one go.” 

“Unfortunately, Xezal Dalibor was ordered to accompany me to the Cloud 
Realm too. I can’t do much with her constant surveillance. I need someone 
who can help me with my plan, and you’re the only person I can think of that is 
suitable for the task. You should find a way to enter the Cloud Realm and try 
to approach me. I will get the formation inscriptions ready so that you can help 
me set up the formation around the Cloud Realm.” 



“Alright.” 

Thea decided fairly quickly. “I’ll prepare to leave for the Cloud Realm at once. 
I’m going to use the fake identity and disguise I used when I was last seen 
with you.” 

After he had finished instructing Thea, James started working on the formation 
inscriptions. 

‘I need to focus on making these formation inscriptions. Also, I have to think of 
ways to buy time for us. 

‘Setting up a super-formation is an extremely timeconsuming process. Any 
attempts to save time by skipping any of the steps will only weaken the effects 
of the formation.’ James thought. 

James set up a time formation in his room and began making the formation 
inscriptions right away. He also put the completed inscriptions away in his 
storage for safekeeping. 

Before he realized it, a year had passed while he busied himself with his 
preparations. 

In that time, almost all of the top cultivators of the Greater Realms had arrived 
at the Cloud Realm. Even some extremely skilled rogue cultivators had also 
gathered there after learning about the Doom Race’s plan. 

James was trying to perfect a formation inscription when he sensed 
something had triggered the formation cast over the manor. Someone had 
tried to come closer to the manor but the formation prevented them from doing 
so. 

James undid the time formation and headed out of the manor. As soon as he 
spotted the dark figure standing outside the formation, he deactivated the 
manor’s formation right away. 

Xezal walked toward James and stopped before him.” We’ve been here for a 
year now. You haven’t made any arrangements or told us about your plans 
during this time. Furthermore, you’ve just been staying inside the manor, and 
you even cast a formation to keep everyone out. What have you been working 
on in this place?” 



James flashed her a smile. ”l was trying to master the Chaos Sacred Art, and I 
didn’t want anyone disturbing me.” 

“I see. Anyway, about that formation of yours…” 
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manner, “I think I’ve seen it somewhere before. Oh, right! James Caden, that 
human cultivator, cast a formation around the Soul Pagoda when he infiltrated 
our territory previously. The formation inscriptions found there were strangely 
similar to the ones you used for your formation over this manor.” 

“If it weren’t for the fact that you were away training during that period, I would 
have thought that you and James Caden were actually the same person.” 

James almost flinched upon hearing her words. However, he managed to 
keep a cool and composed expression on his face. 

James smiled wryly. “I’d feel extremely glad if that were true. If I had James 
Caden’s powers, I would go ahead and challenge Sir Youri for the position of 
Patriarch right away!” 

Xezal suddenly changed the topic as she asked, “How’s your progress on 
mastering the Chaos Sacred Art?” 

James sat on a chair placed in the front yard of the manor. 

‘I can’t see Xezal’s true form nor the expressions on her face right now. 
However, I have a feeling that she probably has a huge, sarcastic smirk on 
her face right now. 

‘I think she’s somehow figured out my true identity since the very beginning. 
She knows who I am and that I was a human from the moment I stepped foot 
in the Dooms’ territory. 

‘Is it possible I traveled back in time from the future and I met Xezal during 
that time?’ James pondered. 

James looked at the dark figure standing before him for a brief moment. 
Instead of answering her previous question, he asked, “Isn’t it taxing to remain 



in that form? Why don’t you just show me your true form? I’m curious about 
your actual appearance.” 

Xezal sat in a chair facing James. 

“The time is not right. When the time comes, you’ll be able to see my true 
form. Also, you’ll need the Chaos Token, the most precious and important 
token to the Doom Race, to see my true form. Unfortunately, that token has 
been lost for a long time. If you find the token, you’d be able to see me in my 
true form even if you’re not the patriarch.” 

‘Xezal has a nice voice. Though I can’t see her appearance, I get the 
impression that she is probably quite attractive.’ James thought. 

“By the way, how much do you know about the Chaos Sacred Art?” James 
asked. 

James felt that there was a good chance Xezal had information about the true 
meaning behind the Chaos Sacred Art given her mysterious background. 

Xezal paused briefly before saying, “The Chaos Sacred Art was created when 
the Chaos Master had just crossed into the Caelum Acme Rank. However, it 
was only thoroughly perfected once the Chaos Master had reached the peak 
of the Caelum Acme Rank’s late stage.” 

She continued, “Regrettably, no one from the Doom Race has been able to 
grasp and perceive the true meaning of the Chaos Sacred Art even until now. 
I don’t think I’ll ever be able to see the day when someone manages to master 
and unleash the Nine Voices of Chaos again.” 

James’ brows lifted. “You know about the Nine Voices of Chaos? Did you 
perhaps try to master the Chaos Sacred Art and the Nine Voices of Chaos 
too?” 

Xezal did not respond to the question. “Each tone of the Chaos’ Nine Voices 
represents the true essence of the Chaos. The simplest way of interpreting 
them is by shouting them out through one’s mouth.” 

“Back then, the Chaos Master had the ability to unleash the true power of 
each tone of the Chaos’ Nine Voices. When the tones are combined 
differently, they can even produce various powerful effects. The Chaos Master 
could unleash the Nine Voices of Chaos using his sword, and he almost 



succeeded in defeating the Chaos Heavenly Path by using this power. Sadly, 
he perished because he was overwhelmed by the Heavenly Path in the end.” 

James grew more and more curious about Xezal’s background. He asked, 
“How do you even know all these things that weren’t passed down in ancient 
scrolls or records? Have you lived through the Sky Burial Age? Have you 
been serving the Doom Race’s patriarchs as their chambermaid ever since 
then?” 

 


